
 
 
 
 

 
Carrier Compliance and CoR Policy 

 

Purpose 
As a lead logistics provider, Transport Works is committed to enforcing compliance to national Chain of Responsibility 
(CoR) Legislation, by taking all reasonable, practicable measures to provide training of staff, and engage only those 
Transport Contractors/Carriers who demonstrate appropriate work practises and provide policy documentation and 
compliance with CoR legislation. 
 
The purpose of this Carrier Compliance and CoR and Policy is to document our commitment and adherence to the 
Australian road transport laws, and to the broader community in general, that our business complies with, and 
acknowledges is obligation and responsibilities in keeping people, property, and the environment safe. 

 
Policy 
This policy is a large component to our service offering and it extends and applies to owners, managers, employees, 
carriers, contractors and visitors, that are directly or indirectly involved in activities that fall under the HVNL (Heavy 
Vehicle National Law).  This extends to all suppliers and carriers to Transport Works including its customers. 
 
The policy is relevant to all areas and service of Transport Works, particularly in the areas of Transport brokering and 
transport management.  Carrier selection for our solutions is based on the ability of the carrier to provide policies and 
documentation on but not limited to the below areas: 
 
Driver Fatigue Management 
Transport Works takes all reasonable steps to ensure that all parties in the supply chain, weather directly or indirectly 
involved, adhere the highest standards.  We ensure we and our carrier partners are identifying risks associated with 
fatigue and that they are minimised and controlled and where possible eliminated through best practice and 
management.  Compliance and enforced management of this policy requires carriers to: 

- Educate drivers on driving fatigue rules and regulations 
- Trip planning and management by those planning and scheduling  
- Ensure drivers take planned and regular brakes when required 
- Well maintained fatigue management and procedures  

 
General Management – Speed Compliance 
Transport Works undertakes all reasonable and necessary steps when choosing its carriers to ensure they comply with 
Australian road speed limits and they understand their obligations under the HVNL.  Our selections criteria requires 
our carriers to; 

- Well planned driver schedules with appropriate timeframes so as drivers are not directly pressured or 
indirectly pressured, to exceed the speed limit  

- Adjust and manage changes to schedules, including delays 
- All company and contractor vehicles are fitted with, where required, speed limiter devices with back to 

base breeches reported. 
- Evidence of reporting of breaches and records of maintenance for technologies 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Mass, Dimension and Loading 
Transport Works takes all reasonable steps to ensure that ALL loads from our customers comply with statutory 
legislation around the governance of mass limits on Australian roads in all states and territories of Australia.  Our policy 
requires that: 

- TW employees and its suppliers shall never be pressured to transport a load they do not believe is 
compliant in mass or dimension 

- All TW staff, our carrier’s drivers & employees are trained in load restraint and road mass dimension limits 
for Australia 

- Our customers declare accurate weight and dimensions on bookings made with Transport Works 
- All consignment and appropriate documents are signed by the driver before departure to ensure they are 

aware of the mass and dimensions of the freight they are carrying 
- All consignment and documents show accurate weight and dimension information  
- Carriers have ALL equipment for the restraint of mass load limits and its compliant to the Australian 

standards 
- Carrier scheduling is designed to manage compliance to local roads and bridge mass and dimension 

limitations 
- Our carriers can provide evidence of Mass Limit compliance strategies in their business’s prior to 

engagement including certificates of compliance 
 
 
 
Vehicle Standards   
Transport Works ensures that all our carrier partners are fully compliant with the law and legislation on vehicle 
standards.  It is a requirement of Transport Works prior to carrier engagement that the below information is verified 
by our carriers: 

- Vehicles are registered and insured 
- Current public liability and insurances are up to date and maintained 
- Up to date maintenance and records of vehicles 
- Vehicle presentation clean and in good appearance  
- Vehicle GVM (Gross Vehicle Mass of more than 12 tonnes) 
- Appropriate load restraints are available for loads 
- Speed limiters are fitted, working and checked regularly on Heavy Vehicles  

 
 

Conclusion 
Transport Works will do all that is reasonably practical to ensure that there is continuous review, measurement and 
improvement in our COR and carrier management performance. 
These strategies shall ensure we conduct our operations and supporting services in a manner that demonstrates 
responsibility for the protection of our people, customers, the public and the environment. 
This policy is endorsed by the Leadership Team and management who are accountable for Transport Works’ overall 
performance. This includes providing leadership, direction, resources and support to ensure that the activities of the 
business are undertaken in a manner that at all times considers and effectively manages potential risks and always 
strives for performance improvement. 
 
 
Policy authorized by:  Danyul Gleeson – Managing Director 


